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a7 Annexure
>

Annexure 1: SPSS Outputs
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One-Sample Statistics
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= 5One-Sample Statistics
£
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3Annexure 2:

i
Entrepreneurs 

Vasana Iroshini

The main driving forces on Vasanas decision to start a business were her family 

background with many entrepreneurs and the desire to be her owrn boss. She doesn’t 

like to be bossed or controlled by others and she likes freedom in her normal life as 

well as job life. So she searched for business ideas and after spotting this idea to do 

decorations with chocolates which is new to Sri Lanka she has done a study and 

identified the potential for this business and started the business. She had enough 

financial support from her family but she managed with her own savings by starting 

the business in a small scale and expanding gradually.

The only negative force she experiences is the time limitation in doing the business 

a part time basis. But she manages this with some extra effort and working for extra 

hours. But with free time she always thinks of new business ideas and she is planning 

to start more businesses if she comes across good business ideas.

;i

;

on

She is competent in all the knowledge areas except legal and she seeks her family 

members help for legal matters. And Vasana is confident that she has all the skills to

run a business successfully.

Jayaraj Sayanthan
to start his own business is his 

drive and the self

He had encouragement from family
an interest in 

not a

development business targeting selected 

and gradually the customer base is

For Jayaraj the main factor which encouraged him

strong network in the industry
the other driving forces.

. Also desire for freedom, ego

confidence were 

members even
entrepreneurship. Jayaraj hasthough they are not into

and enriching others lives. His business is
creating job opportunities for other

a common softwarenew spotted idea but it’s
the clients through his network

market. He gets 

growing.
He didn’t want to take risk at thethe fear of risk he had

all scale with his own savings and after few successfulThe negative force was
so started in a smbeginning
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p j s he has prepared himself to take risk to some extend. Financial stability of the 

family is also a barrier for Jayaraj in taking high risk. So he runs his business with low 

budget within his own savings.

>

i
:

Jayaraj has competence in all knowledge areas except legal and accounting. But for 

his business he is able to manage with moderate knowledge in accounting and legal 

areas. Jayaraj believes that he has all the skills to 

management skill is not much relevant for his business.

a business but peoplej run

Ajith Somaratne

Ajith had a dream of running his own business and using his strong people network 

the amount of self confidence he started his business. Since he had good, reliable 

people to work with him he is able to expand his business and diversify to 

extent. He had enough encouragement from the family members.

some

The time limitation was a barrier when he started his higher studies but somehow he 

managed this with the support of his family members and friends. He always takes 

calculated risk by studying deeply about the industry' before investing. He always 

believes that nothing is a barrier if someone really wants to do a business. If the true 

interest is there in the mind he / she will somehow find a way out to materialize the 

business idea. He has proved this in his life also.

petent in all the knowledge areas and he uses almost all the knowledge 

. Also he believes he is good in all the skills and he says they
Ajith was com 

areas in his business 

very important for his business.

Illanthirain Balakrishnapillai

In the case 

business.
job for his expectation, 

under unqu 

profession 

work against 

compared to 

challenge of starting 

servants and he

are

was the main driving force to start his own 

business if he had got a 

and he was made to work

of Illanthirain unemployment 
He said that he would not have thought of an 

civil engineer by professi
and Illanthiain had to deviate a lot from his

own

ionHe is a
. alified people who has n sometimes he was made to
!

to meet their expectations
In the industry he was paid very lessalso.the engineering theoiy

forced him to take theand this job related issues
His family members were all government

other engineers
ino his own business

support trom them but they discouraged him to start a
didn’t get any
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Ibusiness and take a risk. Since he

deep interest in digital world he cloned some other business 

business.

was forced to start a business and he already had

concepts to form his own
£
i»

i
His main negative forces are the bad financial stability of the family, high resistance 

fiom the family members are his negative forces and they stop him from growing in 

his business. Whenever he faces a drawback in his business the impact of these forces 

become high and de motivates him.

:

During his university life the department didn’t show much interest in teaching them 

management related subjects and he has learnt marketing and finance management on 

his own. The other knowledge areas are not used much in his business so he is able 

manage with his knowledge.

Illanthirain admitted that even though he has good analytical skills he is poor in 

communication skills, people management skills and doesn’t like to work with people. 

This may be the reason for failing in his job career as a civil engineer.

Parththipan. B

business from his university life and he stronglyParththipan had a dream of his 
believes that having a strong network of people will take you to the top. Even though

on starting his own business and

own

he was happy with the job he always had the focus 

started when he spotted the right business idea. He had good support from the family

Also has a desire to be his own boss and likesin terms of funding and contacts, 

freedom in his life. Parththipan has 

employment opportunities and contribute to country’s

social interest to enrich others lives with 

economic development by

innovative business.

Parththipan couldn’t find a negative force 

failure.

—■ - *;

for his business life except the fear of

i

building a 

easily.
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iNuwan Lorensuhewa

Nuwan started the advertising business as a fun in his free time and then developed 

the business using his strong people network. Nuwan 

taking challenges were the main reasons for starting the business. In his academic 

career also he has done courses in many fields like Earth resource engineering. 

Computer Networking Certifications, MBA, PMP, SAP etc... Nuwan gets good 

support from his family and friends for his business.

With his external educations he has all knowledge areas and skills to satisfactory level 

but most of them are not required much in his business.

i>

i
interest in trying new thing and

Murugamoorthi. M

Murugamoorthi worked abroad for few years after graduation and later identified the

potential of apartment business in Colombo and started the business with his own 

savings. In apartment business the fund can be rolled with a small investment. The
able to develop it using themain driving force was spotting the idea and he was

people network.

The negative force was the high risk involved in the business. This risk factor stopped 

him from doing multiple projects at a time.

and skills during his industry experienceHe has developed all the knowledge 

and also by self study and now he is using them extensively in his business.
areas

Experts

Dr. E. C. Kulasekere
in Sri Lanka should be changed to 

The current educational system trains the 

and higher they go in the education

thinks that the educational system 

coming up in future
Dr. Kulasekere

many entrepreneurs
highly structured thinking pattern

of thinking out of the box. The students should be kept on a
hool and then they should be trained to think in

see

students to
lower the chanceli system 

structured environment till middle sc 

The example Dr. Kulasekere gave was(
unstructured manner.

i
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ILanka we give a book to a student and ask him / her have you understood what 

the book says. But to make the student think critically we should ask him f her do you 

agree with the author? We should always keep the child thinking. We should 

repeatedly ask them about their ambition, future plan etc... Then they will start to 

think in different ways ”

1

i■

The universities in Sri Lanka are trying to promote entrepreneurship but it is a bit late 

to make the student think out of thee box. This should be started from the school level 

and gradually train him or her to become a good entrepreneur. Also he highlighted 

that promoting entrepreneurship should be at an optimum level and if everyone 

becomes entrepreneurs then the country will face problem in terms of employees and 

labour.

In terms of funding sources, a person can’t expect someone to fund him / her without 

showing his / her ability or value. He / she should somehow prove the world that his 

idea works and then others will come and fund.

Eng. Kithsiri Samarasinghe

Samarasinghe the curriculum, university culture and country s 

behind lack of entrepreneurial thinking among
According Eng.
cultural barrier are the main reasons 
engineers in Sri Lanka. The changes should begin at the school level and consolidated

coming up from engineers andin university level to encourage more entrepreneurs
always looking for job security and if governmentother educated people. Students are

private sector. So awareness 

g students to create awareness about
available they will chose that option overjobs are

ions and seminars should be conducted anion
sessions ....
the opportunities of entrepreneurship and motivate them.

N„« engineers, ,»os, of «he citizens ,re nnawnre of .he «*. polices - 

labour laws in Sri Lanka. So lecnnes should be conducted ,o .he s,nden,s by v,s, mg 

lecturers from industry who can teach in a practical way.

sometimes impossible get safety and 

uthorized body to issue the certificates 

their innovations. Government 

certifications may be through universities or

in Sri Lanka it is difficult or 
. There is no a

For innovators 

tampering product certifications

and the innovators 

should make arrangemen

commercializestruggling to 

ts to issue these
are

other institutes. S%
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I
£*

Mr. Sarath Fernando

Engineers are lacking in knowledge in management and human resource management. 

Also they are unable to connect the technology to commercial value and this prevents 

them from being good entrepreneurs. Always a person should know when to enter and 

when to exit from a business by analysing the business life cycle to become successful 

entrepreneurs.

In Sri Lanka Engineers are isolated from top management in company decisions in 

most of the companies because of their highly structured thinking pattern. So 

engineers should be trained to enter the top management or to start a business.

Government should start micro financing more efficiently and start funding research
innovations. Private finance institutesand development based projects to encourage 

will fund commercial projects but R&D and engineering development projects will

not be funded by them because of the delay and uncertainty in return. So government 

should identify those projects and start funding them.

Prof. Sarath Dassanayake
students in the recentUniversities are trying to promote entrepreneurship among

. But introducing modules is not enough to promote entrepreneurship among
time and the

years
students in Sri Lankan cut,are. This should be allocated more

reneurial thinking shonld be included in other activities in umvcrsity. Untvets.ty
entrep
should allocate more resources in terms

of lectures and visiting lecturers to tram this.

Present,, oniy few biue chip con,pan,es rue invited to address the students in the

so that students will get a clear picture on how 

ossible problems they might come across.

university, 

and business 

to run a business and the p

models with the students

entrepreneurial than the otheris moreUniversity of Moratuwa 

ies in Sri Lanka.
Prof Sarath says 

engineering faculties

Mr. FaizUr-Rahman
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&In Sri Lanka engineers have limited 

companies. So they should think of their
opportunity for high positions in blue chip

>own venture to grow. Educated people in Sri 
Lanka try get a stable job using the advantage of education. But they should be 

motivated to use their knowledge to start their own business. Engineering is a field 

with highest opportunities in the world for entrepreneurship because of the ability and

knowledge for innovation among engineers. So they should use that and form new- 

innovative businesses.

Government should exclude very small scale businesses (e.g. less than 10 employees) 

from taxes and labour laws because these restrictions will create high resistance for 

beginners. But nobody will like to keep the business at that stage forever and when 

they grow the taxes and labour laws can be applied.

Venture capital funding should be introduced and promoted and also the government 

should give tax benefits for the companies who fund for innovative projects.

Mr. Heminda Jayaweera

in Sri Lanka is very low atThe level and interest of entrepreneurship among engineers 

the moment but it is improving slowly. There are many ventures started by engineers 

in world level but later given to others like finance person or management person to 

lead the company after growth. This may be because of skill limitations in engineers.

be identified in very young age and they should be given 

their skills. The knowledge areas they get 

tjood supporting factor for them to

canGood entrepreneurs
and more opportunities to improvemore

during the engineering undergraduate level 1is a

start the business.
efficiently and identify innovativeshould do micro financing more 

and develop them. Also tax
Government 

ventures
There is a significant gap between mone 

more entrepreneurs coming up.

benefits should be given at the initial stage.

y and idea and the gap should be filled to see

Mr. S. Balasundaram
auiu.de of .he ^“ofjlabo,,, man.8eme„. »d .he,

are not prepar -neers should be trained to think out ot
The
Engineers

their theory base
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Iunderstand the real industry where technology and people join together 

commercial value.
to create

j>

Government can identify creative students at the university level and train them to 

become entrepreneurs. For engineers they can get loans from banks showing their 

professional qualification and job if they really want to start a business. And also there 

are many consultation firms who give full advice on legal and taxation areas. So if a 

person has a strong interest towards entrepreneurship nothing can stop him / her 

because there are many ways to overcome each and every external barrier. So the 

education system should be changed to remove the internal barriers which stop 

engineers think out of the box.

Dr. Travis Perera

Personal traits are very important for entrepreneurs and people with right traits should 

be identified at the young age and developed. Obtaining a degree in engineering will

and the knowledge gained will be helpful to develop the

business. Also university curriculum should be modified to improve the creativity of

in such a way to make the

in the industry. University selection process also

be an added advantage

the students and the implant training should be given 

student do something on his own in 

should be reconsidered to intake more creative students.

in the country and connect it to the world

and create more opportunities. In India ICICI bank
” where a team

the bank will fund the

Government should create R&D facility 

level to give enough exposure 

conducts a selection process 

of external experts 

project. This type 

innovations.

called “Focus Behaviour Event Interview

evaluate the proposal and if they approve
be introduced in Sri Lanka to encourageof findings can

'V °F v
%r:I ‘ :

i 7
■Tv'
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%Annexure 03: Cover Letter and Questionnaire
r ^

A Study on Entrepreneurship among graduate Engineers in Sri
Lanka

MBA in Management of Technology 

University of Moratuwa

Dear Respondent,

I am inviting you to participate in a research project to study about Entrepreneurship 

among Graduate Engineers in Sri Lanka. Along with this letter is a short 

questionnaire that asks a variety of questions gather data for the above mentioned 

research. I am asking you to look over the questionnaire and complete it and send or 

give it back to me.

I promise not to share any information that identifies you with any outside party and 

will be used for academic purposes only. The result of the research 

the level of Entrepreneurship among Graduate Engineers in
the information 

will be used to measure 

Sri Lanka and to find ways to improve it in future.

y should take you about 20 minutes to complete. I hope you will take the 

complete this questionnaire and return it.
The surve

time to

about completing the questionnaire or about 

0777336341. After completing the 

email to haherathan(5>yahoo,

If you have any questions or concerns 

being in this study, you may

questionnaire please hand it over to

contact me on
com.

me or

Sincerely,

B. Baherathan

ii'!
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Questionnaire for Undergraduates %
SA - Strongly Agree || A-Agree || N-Neutral || D-Disagree || SD - Strongly Disagree ' £

SA N D SDA

I believe that I can get a good job after graduation "

I believe that I can get a job in my interested field after graduation 

get enough salary and facilities (the expected package) in my job 

I will feel more comfortable if I have less people to boss me in my job life

01 □□ □ □□
02 □□□ □ a
03 I can □□ □ □ □
04 □□ □□ □

I like to work for a reputed company known by everybody05 □□ □□ □
I will feel more comfortable if superiors are there to guide me in job life06 □□□□ □
I won't like the working environment if superiors are there to control me07 □ □□□ □
I will happily take the challenge if decision making freedom is given to me08 □□□ □□
Giving the decision making to others and working accordingly will make 

me feel safe and comfortable
□□ □□ □09

I think I'm capable of taking critical decisions which will affect the total 

business of the company

□□□□□10

□If something goes wrong in my work 1 will always seek the help of □ □□11

superiors

□□□□□I'm confident that I have a career growth in the industry

My family members want me to do a job in a stable organization to avoid

the risk of unemployment

My family members encourage me to start my own business

12 □□□□□13

□□□□□14 □□□□□I have family members doing their own business _______
T have knowledge in Marketing field which can be applied in practical

15 □□□□□16

scenarios □□□Accountinglieid~whic^can be applied in practical □□I have knowledge in 

scenarios
jliave1<nowiedge^ Finance manage

17

□ □□□ □ment field which can be applied in
18

practical scenarios ____

1le ‘,ppM 110

practical scenarios 

[ believe in myself and like^oav

fio^toTake'chanenges in life

□□□□□
19 □□□□□
20 □□□□□
21 I have

□□□□□^dependency on others □□22 □□□
23

-- ------ --
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If I get a right business idea I will start the busi 1 ^24 ness
I will start the business if the country situation becomes

2>□ □ □ □ □
25 suitable

I'll start my own business iflieUf^TighTp^pl^woTirwith □ □ □□ □
26 me □ □□ □ □

I will start business if I get funding sources27 □ □□ □□
My family background stops me from taking risks in finance 

I have migration plan and I'm not planning to do anything permanent in 

this country

28 □□□ □ □
29 □□□ □ □

I have plans to continue with my higher studies and not concentrating on 

my earning now

30 □□ □ □□
I’m a person who likes to take risks in any activity □□31 □□□
Taking a calculated risk will result in positive results most of the time □□□ □□32

Taking a risk is a foolishness expecting higher return when you have a

stable alternative path

If I'm given the opportunity to run a company I’ll take up the challenge

□□□□ □33

□□□□□34

□□□□I feel my country is suitable to run a business35

□I feel my country is good for an Engineer to live in terms of opportunities

If I risk some money it will affect my family very badly and I'm not

□□ □ □36 □ □□□37

prepared to do that □□□ □□I like to do a business on a part time basis while doing the job 

unmet needs of our people which can be filled
38 □□□□□I think there are 

MikeTto become popular and remembered for generations
"faiwayslovelo^erve the nation by enrichtagrthi^ KwT____________

effective if I quit from the job and start my business at the

39 □□□□□40 □□ □□□41 □□□□□I think it's more42

right time □□□^6 b^II^aking high risk is not required if I Q □
In my point of view
have a qualification and a reasonably good job________________

^g^^^^e'nvironment___________

clearly to others_____

with^nachines^than people because

43

□□□ □□
I believe I can44 □□ □□□
I believe I have skills45 □□□□□I feel more comfortable working

behaviors are unpredictable _____

SSS**.| >" >*ke 6“s"“s

46

□peoples □
□ □

□ □□47 I am □
I believe I have48
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unable to think of any

use my free time to plan my business idea or to spot

I'm 1 z49 *•□ □ □ □□
50 a new idea

I think business is for less qualified people who don't have any other 

option to survive

□ □ □ □ □
51 □ □ □ □ □

My family members think business is for less qualified people who don't 

have any other option to survive

Even if I have a business idea it is difficult to implement it due to financial 

limitations

52 □ □□ □ □
53 □□ □ □□

Even if l have a business idea it is difficult to implement it due to family 

resistance

54 □□□ □n
If I can find someone who can fund me I'll start my own business □□□□ □55

I think Em too young to start a business and will think of a business idea in

the right age

□□□□□56

□□n DipI don't think 1 have the business skills to start my own business57 J
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Questionnaire for Engineers

SA- Strongly Agree || A-Agree || N-Neutral || D - Disagree 11 SD - Strongly Disagree

DSA N SDA
01 I got my dream job after graduation □ □□ □□
02 I got a job in my interested field after graduation □□□□ □
03 I get enough salary and facilities (the expected package) in my job □□□ □□
04 I feel that I have job security and job stability in my current job □ □□□ □
05 l will feel more comfortable if I have less people to boss me in my job life □□□□□
06 My company is a well reputed company and it makes me proud to say that 

I'm working there
□□□□□

□ □ □07 I feel more comfortable if superiors are there to guide me in job life

08~ I don't like the working environment if superiors control and influence
□ □

□ □□ □□me

in my activities

□ □□I will / do happily take the challenge if decision making freedom is given to □□09

me

□ □ I □□To" Giving the decision making to others and working accordingly makes 

feel safe and comfortable __

Tl~ I'm confident that I can

business of the company

□me

□ □□take critical decisions which will affect the total □□
□ □□□wrong in my work I seek thelidvice and help of12 If something goes 

superiors

□TcT □[□In
^j^IhatThave a career growth in the industry 

^tisfiedwith my current job
13 I'm

14 I'm
15 My family members want me

the risk of unemployment

to do a job in a stable organization to avoid

□ □ 

□Td
□ □□me to start my own business

16 My family members encourage □□□f^mjhTmembeiTdoingt^eirown business
fj^id~which can be applied in practical17 I have □ □□□□

knowledge in Marketing18 I have

□ □□scenarios □□f^jJ^ichcarTbe^pplied in practical
knowledge in Accounting

19 I have

□ □□□^Tieid^whichcan be applied in □scenarios
knowledge in Finance manageme

20 I have

□ □IQ.□ □tical scenarios

u I have
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I have knowledge in TechnologT^^ in practical scenarios

I have knowledge in Information technology which can be applied in 

practical scenarios

I believe in myself and like to avoid dependency on others

22 □ □ □ □ □
32 □ □ □□ □
24 □□ □ □□

I love to take challenges in life □ □□ □ □
26 If I get a right business idea I will start the business □ □ □□□

I will start the business if the country situation becomes suitable27 □□□□ □
28 I'll start my own business if I get the right people to work with me □ □□□□
29 I will start business if I get funding sources □□□□□

□My family background stops me from taking risks in finance □□□□30

□□I have migration plan and I'm not planning to do anything permanent in 

this country

□□□31

I have plans to continue with my higher studies and not concentrating on

my earning now

person who likes to take risks in any activity

calculated risk will result in positive results most of the time

risk is a foolishness expecting higher return when you have a

□ □□□□32

□□□ □33 I'm a

CLJD
DVD

□□□34 Taking a □□□Taking a 

stable alternative path

35

□ □ □□company I'll take up the challenge □If I'm given the opportunity to run a36 □ □ □□ □ 

n\n 

□ □
I feel my country is suitable to run a business _______

it will affect my family very badly and I'm not

37 □ □ □
38 □□□If I risk some money 

prepared to do that

39

□□□□□part time basis while doing the job

^UieedsofouTp^
I like to do a business on a40 □□□□ □I think there are un
TTn^Thpcom^ generations____________

the nation by enriching others lives _______
industry from whom 1 can get help

41 □ □□□□
42

n\n
□□□

I always love to serve43 □□□^d^et^orkofpeople in the
l have a 

for my business 

I th'mkTFTmore effective if I q

44

□□ □□dT&he job and start my business at the □
45

right time
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In my point of view starting business aTTdliikiT^high risk is not required if I 

have a qualification and a reasonably good job

I believe I can manage people in working environment

46 □ □ □ □ □
47 □ □ □ □ □

I believe I have skills to communicate my idea clearly to others

I feel more comfortable working with machines than people because 

peoples behaviors are unpredictable

48 □ □ □ □ □
49 □ □ □ □ □

I am good in conveying my idea to others and convince them50 □ □ □ □ □
I believe I have enough analytical skills to take critical business decisions51 □ □□ □ □
I'm unable to think of any business plan or idea due to time limitation52 □□ □□ □
I use my free time to plan my business idea or to spot a new idea53 □ □□ □ □
I think business is for less qualified people who don't have any other 

option to survive

My family members think business is for less qualified people who don’t 

have any other option to survive

□□□ □□54

□□ □□ □55

□Even if I have a business idea it is difficult to implement it due to financial □□ □□56

limitations

□□Even if I have a business idea it is difficult to implement it due to family □□□57

resistance

□□□ □□If I can find someone who can fund me I'll start my own business 

I think I'm too young to start a business and will think of a business idea in

the right age
i don't think I have the business skills to start my own business________

58 □□□ □□59

□□□ □□60
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